[Spectroscopic investigatons on the structural thermal stability of leucine aminopeptidase. ESR, CD and fluorescence studies].
The thermal behaviour of leucine aminopeptidase (LAP, EC: 3.4.11.1) from bovine eye lens has been investigated in the temperature region 20--70 degrees C by spin-labelling of SH-groups (ESR), by CD and by fluorescence of tryptophane residues. Enzymatic activity of LAP was compared with spectroscopic data in this temperature region. From 20-60 degrees C the structural parts (alpha, beta, random coil) estimated from CD spectra remain unchanged. Within 20-55 degrees C no irreversible exposure of tryptophane residues takes place. In both types of spin-labelled LAP the strong immobilizing environment of the label retains its highly ordered structure up to 55 degrees C. Reversible changes of mobility and polarity of the environment of the label induced by temperature within 20-50 degrees C do not reduce the enzymatic activity and are regarded as local loosening of ordered structure. At 65 degrees C strong precipitation occurs. From 55 degrees C to 65 degrees C tryptophane residues are irreversibly exposed. The highly ordered environment of the label is destroyed about 55 degrees C, and a considerable amount of spin label molecules is reduced at the NO group by exposed SH groups. The above mentioned local loosening of structure becomes irreversible at 60 degrees C. The environment of both labels dominating above 60 degrees C is highly mobile and strongly polar and represents an extensively unfolded conformation. Until 60 degrees C no essential disordering of protein structure leading to a decrease of enzymatic activity occurs. Above 60 degrees C a sharp breakdown of ordered structures takes place, which is accompanied by a strong diminution of enzymatic activity.